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Discover How To Easily and Quickly Make Your Own Crazily-Converting Screen Capture Videos! Dear

Friend, By now, youve probably heard a lot of the internet marketing gurus recommend getting whats

called screen-capture software. Screen-capture software allows you to make a video of your computer

screen with you talking as the audio. Internet marketers use this software extensively - for example, to

demonstrate a service or recommend a eBook they wrote or even are just an affiliate of. So what? Well,

videos are POWERFUL on the internet. They allow you to rise above the noise of words and emails and

allow you to be more personal with your visitors or subscribers! John Reese, Frank Kern, and many other

marketers have personally accredited this tool to making them thousands of dollars. They tell you, If you

dont have it, go buy it NOW. Whats the problem? Well, screen-capture software is usually quite pricey!

(They go as high as $300 for a single license). There are many people buying it at that price (hey, this

software works like crazy!), but what they dont know is..... You dont need to pay that much! ($300? No

way) You see, theres a no-cost screen-capture called CamStudio. Its released under GPL, which means

you can download it for FREE. Its a very neat little program! (And surprisingly easy to use, also!) Why

doesnt everybody download CamStudio instead of paying so much? CamStudio would be fine for most

users, except that there are two MAJOR FLAWS (for internet marketers) with it: 1. Output Flash videos

DONT WORK in Firefox or Netscape. This is a HUGE problem for internet marketers, who dont want to

frustrate users or prevent users from watching their videoized sales letters! Considering just Firefox has

had over 200 million downloads, you will want Firefox users to be able to watch your videos! 2. Theres no

redirect to URL after playing option for your output Flash videos. John Reese says he was the first

internet marketer to take advantage of this feature that is in some (expensive) screen-capture software.

This feature will redirect the viewer of the video to the URL of your choice when the movie ends. So you

can make a video demonstrating a product or service and redirect your viewer immediately to the URL to

buy! (This just explodes your conversion rate). But the old CamStudio doesnt have this option. These two

problems have been fixed. The CamStudio code has been EDITED so that these two problems are 100

FIXED. Output videos can now be viewed in Firefox AND can be redirected to a custom URL upon the
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end of the clip! Introducing CamStudioIM... CamStudio For Internet Marketers! The breakthrough,

updated CamStudio version that is absolutely perfect for Internet Marketers yet still affordable Quickly &

Easy Create Hyper-Selling, Profitable Screen-Capture Videos With CamStudioIM That Bring Insane

Profits By Now, Youre Probably Worried About The Price... Whats a fair price for this new version of

CamStudio? Maybe half of the prices of other popular screen-capture software packages. (Think $150 or

so. Sound fair?) But Im generous... Ill give you INSTANT access to this incredibly powerful internet

marketing tool for only $0.99! (Thats a big discount!)
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